
USER AWARENESS
VISHING

The word ‘vishing’ is a combination of ‘voice’ and ‘phishing.’ Phishing is the practice of using
deception to get you to reveal personal, sensitive, or confidential information. However, instead of
using email, regular phone calls, or fake websites like phishers do, vishers use an internet telephone
service (VoIP).

Impersonating a person or legitimate business to scam people isn’t a new thing. Vishing is simply a
new twist on an old routine. In fact, vishing has been around almost as long as internet phone service.

Using a combination of scare tactics and emotional manipulation, they try to trick people into giving
up their information. These vishers even create fake Caller ID profiles (called ‘Caller ID spoofing’) which
make the phone numbers seem legitimate. The goal of vishing is simple: steal your money, your
identity, or both.

Follow these 5 hints to spot the Vishing attack:

1 Be aware

Knowing how these thieves operate can help you from getting scammed. IT won’t call you to request
that you change logins, passwords, or network settings. Refuse the request and notify security. Also
remember that legitimate businesses won’t make unsolicited requests for personal, sensitive, or financial
information. Any caller who makes these types of requests is probably a scammer.

2 Don't give in to pressure

If a caller asks you to provide account data or personally identifiable information, refuse to do so - and
report the contact to security. If someone tries to coerce you into giving them sensitive information,
hang up.

3 Don't answer phone calls from unknown numbers

It is tempting to answer calls from unknown numbers. Verify unexpected phone requests in ways that
aren’t connected to the incoming phone call. Ask to call them back or request their employee
numbers. Be aware that anyone who’s calling you with a real emergency will leave a message.

4 Stay calm and don't panic

Since these criminals frequently play on your emotions, keep a cool head and hang up the phone. If
you still feel afraid, wait 10 minutes and then call your bank, credit card company, or whoever the
caller claimed to be. Then verify whether there is a real problem.

Be sceptical at all times!

Be very suspicious of any caller who asks you to share login information over the phone. Even if your
Caller ID gives the name of a bank, charity, or some other company or organization, it could be a trick.
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EXAMPLES OF VISHING IN SA:

Common Vishing Techniques

Persuasive phone tactics that are too good to be true are a dead giveaway of criminal activity, they will
often try to manipulate emotive responses like fear, guilt or desire to con you into acting quickly. Vishers
can also con the caller by spoofing a legitimate phone number, voice phishing scammers lead people
to believe the call is legitimate.

Personal data can be gathered from social media profiles, providing criminals with sensitive details to
make attacks seem more legitimate, so always ensure to have your privacy settings in place on all social
media platforms.

Vishing Examples

● Your account has been compromised. Please call this number to reset your password.

The visher hopes you’ll hear the message and panic. Typically, when you dial the number they leave,
you hear an automated recording that asks for information like bank account numbers and/or other
sensitive information.

● You've been offered something for free or telling you that you’ve won a prize.

In order to redeem the freebie, you must first pay for shipping and handling. Often, they ask you to give
your credit card number over the phone.

Other vishing scams include things like:

● Unsolicited offers for credit and loans

● Exaggerated investment opportunities

● Charitable requests for urgent causes

● Extended car warranty scams

STAY SAFE AND DON'T BE A VICTIM

If you have a phone, you should remain suspicious of phone calls. Whether the call is from an unknown
number or from a seemingly legitimate number, be suspicious. However, if you do answer the phone,
don’t fall for their pressure tactics or emotional manipulation.

You don’t have to be a victim of vishing. Stay safe and be wary vishers! If you’re a business, be on the
alert. Vishers are always planning their next scam. Be vigilant and take precautions to prevent your
business from being the next victim.

Thank you for always keeping your organisation safe by keeping an eye out for vishing attacks!
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